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On 1 January 2000, the European Express Association (EEA) was created to represent numerous 
companies in the air express cargo industry, including four of the world’s largest air express carriers, 
namely DHL, FedEx, TNT and UPS.

In the aftermath of 9/11, attention to cargo security regulations increased dramatically around the 
globe, resulting in various legislative initiatives which have had a profound impact on anyone involved 
in moving goods across borders.

Even well before 9/11, the Express industry has been implementing the most robust security programs 
in their supply chain. After all, security procedures are a vital component of smooth-running operations 
across the cargo transport sector. Nowhere is this more true than in the express industry. Harmonised 
security standards hold the potential to simplify express operations, impacting both cost-effectiveness 
and delivery time for the customer. This in turn encourages increased trade, investment and 
productivity in the EU.

The entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty has given the EU increased powers in the security area and, 
consequently, the EU has an essential role to play in providing guidance and ensuring consistency on 
security standards across Europe. 

Efforts to achieve mutual recognition and harmonisation of international security standards as soon as 
possible are an imperative for business efficiency and the competitiveness of European industry. The 
express industry stands ready to support EU initiatives in this direction. 

Jaap Mulders
Chairman, EEA

introduCtion
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the express industry

	  Operates and owns more than 1,200 aircraft globally;

	  Utilises more than 2,000 commercial flights daily;

	  Operates and owns more than 200,000 trucks and delivery vehicles.

85% of EU shipments are delivered within Europe – the US, Asia and the Middle East are the most important destinations outside Europe

delivery serviCes handle high-value, time-sensitive Cargo:

the express industry is essential for 
international trade, with 30 million shipments 
daily to 220 Countries and territories 
(a greater membership than the un)

Other services: 21%

Finance & Banking: 14%

Automotive & Transport
Equipment: 10%

Other Manufacturing: 1%

Pharmaceuticals: 8%
Telecoms: 8%

Retail: 4%

Engineering: 2%

High-Tech: 29%

Postal & Transportation: 3%
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beginning essentials
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import
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station delivery

1.  audit trail
express operators Control the entire 
proCess:

  Running track and trace of each individual consignment 
throughout the chain

 Using Standard procedures worldwide

  Established EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) links with 
all customs authorities in major European markets

  With fast, reliable internal communication

2.  piCk-up 
prior to and at induCtion,  
operators ensure:

  security procedures are applied

  cargo is physically secured 
while transported

  necessary documentation accompanies the shipment

the key steps of a seCure supply Chain

fast and reliable, paCkages pass through the supply Chain overnight 
and – depending on the destination – Can be delivered the next day.
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import
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station delivery
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5.  the hub
at the hub:

  Access is controlled to aircraft and other non-public 
secured areas

 Individuals are screened, as appropriate

 Aircraft searches are performed

 Access to cargo is controlled

piCk-up loCal 
station

gateway 
export hub gateway 

import
loCal 

station delivery

3.  loCal station
local stations feature controlled access 
to cargo, trained staff and certified cargo 
handlers and screeners. 
 
what happens at the loCal station:

  Determine status of cargo (known consignor vs. 
unknown consignor)

   Determine necessary handling requirements 
(screening, etc.)

  Ensure necessary documentation

If a consignor is unknown, the shipment is searched by 
hand or physical check; X-ray; or by other means, both 
technical and bio-sensory (e.g. trace detectors).

4.  gateway export 
prior to airCraft load, operators: 

  Control access to aircraft and other non-public 
secured areas

  Screen individuals, as appropriate

  Perform aircraft searches

  Control access to cargo via seal control, etc.

  Screen appropriately and ensure necessary 
documentation
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8.  delivery
doCumentation integrity is CheCked 
upon delivery

piCk-up loCal 
station

gateway 
export hub gateway 

import
loCal 

station delivery

6.  airCraft unload
at airCraft unloading:

  Access is controlled to aircraft and other non-public 
secure areas

  Documentation integrity is checked 

7.  preparation for delivery

  Access to non-public secure areas is controlled 
throughout the preparation for delivery
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  Despite EU 300/2008 and EU 185/2010, which detail the common basic standards for aviation 
security across the 27 Member States, there remain differences in implementation and technology 
and training standards across the Member States. 

  To avoid disruptions, risk profiles need to be established in consultation with industry, through 
shared intelligence and at the origin pick-up point of the cargo – before the cargo enters the global 
supply chain. 

  European Commission should give clear guidance as to high-risk origins, which criteria will 
determine that an origin is cleared, the process through which such criteria is elaborated, as well 
as how and when such information will be shared with carriers.

  We advocate for one agency in Europe that communicates and enforces across all 27 Member 
States. 

the eu should strive for the mutual reCognition of supply 
Chain seCurity programmes globally, meaning a ConsistenCy 
in implementation, doCumentation, harmonization of 
standards and teChnology and training. 

eea seCurity priorities

Central to our philosophy 
is the “one-stop security” 
concept supported by 
the EU.  Sharing security 
responsibilities amongst 
different parties in the supply 
chain allows for a seamless 
transfer of consignments from 
one entity to another and 
faster transit without the need 
to perform security controls at 
every point of transfer. 

Harmonised security 
standards hold the 
potential to simplify express 
operations, impacting both 
cost-effectiveness and 
delivery time for the customer. 

The EEA further supports the 
concept that security controls 
that form part of these 
programs are threat based 
and risk managed. 

training

Customs

one stop 
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data 
proteCtion

intelligenCe 
and 

information 
sharing

risk 
management

definition 
of 

high risk 
Cargo

fight against 
terrorism

third 
Countries 
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reCognition

sCreening 
teChnologies & 

seCurity r&d
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  Operates in more than 220 countries world-wide;

  Has combined revenues of more than $90 billion per year (DHL, FedEx, TNT and UPS);

  Moves more than 30 million packages a day globally;

  Can connect 90% of world GDP within 24-48 hours;

  Delivers 85% of its EU shipments within Europe – the US, Asia and the Middle East are the most 
important destinations outside Europe;

  Derives 28% of its total revenues from the European market;

  Grew by 7% annually between 2003 and 2008 in the EU and continues to be a fast growing sector;

  Employs 1.3 million people world-wide, more than a quarter million in the EU and continues to 
grow swiftly;

  Operates global, electronic track and trace networks, which monitor the movement of each 
individual consignment during transportation;

  Provides an EU wide and global shipping platform for European small and medium sized exporters.

faCts and figures - the express industry

The express industry is a fast-growing business sector which not only provides vital services for the 
European economy, but which also plays a large role in making the global marketplace a reality.

Being a multi-modal operator, the express industry is impacted by issues which cut across a broad 
range of policy sectors. The European Express Association (EEA) represents express delivery 
companies and associations, both large and small, in Europe. By communicating on behalf of the 
express industry with one single voice, the EEA works to ensure that policy-makers fully understand 
the challenges we face as an industry and as a result, that policy is implemented in a way which 
maximises the benefits for all involved.

about the european express assoCiation



eea secretariat
Square de Meeûs, 35
B-1000 Brussels
security@euroexpress.org
Tel: +32 (0)2 285 46 04

www.euroexpress.org


